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October 06, 2013 You may have noticed that our computer programs and devices are constantly being
upgraded -- we've had to update Adobe five times while typing this sentence.dailylifetech.com The Best
And Worst Information Technology Stocks In Q1 2019 The Best And Worst Information Technology
Stocks In Q1 2019 ChannelWeb Complete Feed Sponsored Links by So far, the researchers at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign have managed to create a set of "smart fingertips" that can
send electrical signals to the skin. It's basically a tiny little condom made of a circuit-polyimide structure,
which is fitted onto a finger-shaped tube of silicon and then your actual finger. The applications for this
are numerous, from highly precise surgery to contact sports. Or porn, did we mention porn? Not only can
this thing theoretically transmit different sensations like hot or cold, but the article also mentions that it
"could restore sensation to people who have lost their natural skin," like burn victims or
amputees.DuckDuckGo Blog Sponsored Links by Recommended For Your Pleasure This Isn't The First
Time Notre Dame's Been Nearly Destroyed 5 People You Didn't Know Made All Of Your Favorite Stuff
Kanye West Went To Coachella, Sold Overpriced Church Shirts 6 Throwaway Lines That Secretly
Change The Entire Movie 5 Stunning Historical Finds At Secondhand Stores 5 Stories That Prove
Gaming Has The Dumbest Scandals Add New Comment 230 Comments Votes Recent You |For once,
all that baffling talk of "feels" would be justified. Just make sure you take off your electronic glove before
you go into 4chan or you could end up touching someone's virtual turd. 5 A Gadget That Lets You "See"
Through Walls Ogphoto/Photos.com Continue Reading Below Advertisement A team of MIT engineers
traumatized by decades of fraudulent comic book ads have developed a handheld device called the Wi-
Vi that actually lets you "see" behind walls.4 A Suit That Gives You Real-Life Spidey Sense Lukasz
Rajchert/Photos.com Continue Reading Below Advertisement If you've ever wanted to be Spider-Man,
but didn't want to put up with the "With great power comes great responsibility" mumbo-jumbo, then
Victor Mateevitsi is your man. A suit that he designed allows you to "sense" objects around you in a 60-
inch radius, even if you're not looking -- when tested with blindfolded students, they were able to detect
the incoming person and chuck a star at them at a 95 percent success rate.2 An Ankle Bracelet That
Gives You Super Sense of Direction Medioimages/Photodisc/Photodisc/Getty Images Continue Reading
Below Advertisement For a while now we've known about how birds use magnets in their beaks to help
them migrate every year, which is why you don't end up seeing flocks of birds stranded on the highest
billboard, trying to remember from which part of the sky they flew from.That's where science comes in.
Scientists have designed a glove that'll allow your digits to feel virtual sensations, like the soothing skin
of an alpaca, or the smooth surface of a brand new car, or -- OK, yeah, most people are gonna use this
for porn, probably.John Rogers/University of Illinois It already has giant sperm stenciled on it. Continue
Reading Below Advertisement Around The Web People Thrilled With This Ultra-Fast WiFi Boost Device
In Hashemite Kingdom Of Jordan People Thrilled With This Ultra-Fast WiFi Boost Device In...1 A Mask
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That Gives You Super Eyes and Ears Photos.com/AbleStock.com/Getty Images Continue Reading
Below Advertisement Of course, here we are inventing entire new senses when by far the most useful
thing would be just upgrading the ones we have -- the ability to zoom in on objects hundreds of yards
away, or hear a single cockroach farting inside the wall would change the world.It's a headset with a
mounted camera that can apply effects in real time; instead of singling out sounds, it shows motion
patterns like the trajectory of a tennis ball, or the hidden ballet in the movement of a dog humping a
mailbox.Tired of cliche wizards and space
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